Outstanding Thesis/Dissertation Nomination Form

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Cleveland State University

Nominations and all supporting documents are due to the GPC Chair by February 1

Outstanding Thesis/Dissertation Student: ______________________

Program (MSEE, MSSE, MCIS or DE): ________________________

Defense Date: _____________________________________________

Thesis/Dissertation Title: ___________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Nominator/Advisor: __________________________________________

Signature and Date: __________________________________________

AWARD CRITERIA | NOMINATION REQUIREMENTS
--- | ---
Originality | Nomination form
Clarity and effectiveness of presentation | Electronic copy of the thesis/dissertation
Quality of writing | Electronic copy of the presentation
Contribution to the field and future scholarly promise | Nomination letter from advisor addressing all of the award criteria
Thesis/dissertation must have been defended in the previous calendar year | Maximum one nomination per faculty
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